Further Note on the Breach/Breakthrough.
Where is the protection?
McKana, July 30, 2021
Luke 12:56 (JKV)
Ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky and of the earth; but how is it that ye do not discern
this time?
-------///////------Before seeing what is floating around, since this “V” didn't go through the proper regulatory
procedures, we are examining the phase three clinical trail. It is worth repeating that according to the
proper regulatory procedures, at this point, the “V” is in “PHASE THREE CLINICAL TRAIL.”
Since this “V” is approved for “Emergency use,” phase one and two clinical trails were not also
properly conducted. There is no enough data, not enough time is given for conclusive statements but
from what is available, this is what came out yesterday from the authorities.
In the news, July 29, 2021
“CDC document warns Delta variant appears to spread as easily as chickenpox and cause more
severe infection
Washington (CNN)The Delta coronavirus variant surging across the United States appears to cause
more severe illness and spread as easily as chickenpox, according to an internal document from the
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
The document -- a slide presentation -- outlines unpublished data that shows fully vaccinated people
might spread the Delta variant at the same rate as unvaccinated people.
And if vaccinated people get infected anyway, they have as much virus in their bodies as unvaccinated
people. That means they're as likely to infect someone else as unvaccinated people who get infected.
"The bottom line was that, in contrast to the other variants, vaccinated people, even if they didn't get
sick, got infected and shed virus at similar levels as unvaccinated people who got infected," Dr.
Walter Orenstein, who heads the Emory Vaccine Center and who viewed the documents, told CNN.”
https://www.cnn.com/2021/07/29/politics/cdc-masks-covid-19-infections/index.html
In basic immunity when a foreign element, be it bacteria, virus etc. enters the body, passing the
first line of defense-The Skin, is recognized as foreign. Recognition is important. Once recognized, the
two defense mechanisms are initiated. First the immune cells called Macrophages phagosatise or
engulph or take in the invading element, process and give it as antigen presenting cells. These cell takes
it to the T-Lymphocytes and the T-Lymphocytes give order to the B-Lymphocytes and the immune
system to produce antibodies to destroy the enemy. The First is “Cell Mediated” and the later is
“Humeral immunity.”
Once the enemy is destroyed by the two mechanisms, everything is cleared from the system. The
antibodies as well as the massively amplified defense cells are cleared and “Memory B-Lymphocytes”
are left in small number in circulation. Whether in few months, few years or many years, these Memory
B-Lymphocytes keep circulating in the blood stream for defense when the same or related other
invaders attack the system. This is a very sophisticated God given immunity.
Without going through the details, as a child, I was vaccinated for certain bacterial sickness, I am
tested just recently, I still carry the immunity for over 50 years. My immune system recognized the
disease causing agent through a test after 50 years. Good old times.
The big question now is:
1.
How can the world community trust a “V” which has not gone through the proper
clinician trails?
2.
If the Vaxed bread and infect the vaxed as well as the unvaxed, where is the immunity,

where is the protection? Is this current data conclusive?
3.
In making hundreds of millions people a subject of “Clinical trails” without their
consent with no proper documents, where is the accountability?
4.
Not all the Vaxed are infected or exposed to the virus. What if all are exposed and
based on this what will be the outcome?
5.
What is the fate of healthcare workes, others and the people around them?
6.
What is the real number of the Breach on the ground? Do the authorities have to test all
the vaxed to give a conclusive statment?
7.
Above all Trust the Lord, not man.
Inconclusion, as this writer has made the point in message posted yesterday, the experts and the media
are telling the public half the story. The fully vaccinated, believing they are "protected," spread the new
Delta variant . THE FULLY VACCINATED SPREAD THE DELTA VARIANT, NOT AT THE
SAME RATE BUT AT A MUCH GREATER RATE THAN THE UNVACCINATED. At least the
unvaccinated protect themselves, not the vaccinated. That is the dynamics.
From the word of the Lord, we are well aware of the fate of the Vaxed to their carnal and spiritual
body. At this critical time, when the life/soul of many are in the “Valley of decision,” there is nothing
important other than listening to the word and warnings of the Lord, Almighty God.
This pandemic is a test, a judgement, a trails, tribulations as well are tests of faith. In all the tests
one either “passes or fails.” In this pandemic the pass are the faithful who trusted the Lord in their life
the failures are this who trusted man. People see the virus, the enemy sees 'The MARK-MOB.”
Where are the children of Issachar to tell the people what time it is? “And of the children
of Issachar, which were men that had understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do;
the heads of them were two hundred; and all their brethren were at their commandment.”1 Chronicles
12:32-KJV
There is no Redemption without Repentance!

Repent! Repent! Repent!

